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Abstract 
A recently developed non-relativistic method for calculating the nucleon optical-model 

potential has been employed to evaluate the contributions from isobaric degrees of freedom 
to the imaginary pan of the nuclcon optical-model potential. To evaluate the imaginary 
part of the optical-model potential, wc include the contributions from terms to second order 
in the Brucckncr <7-malrix with and without the inclusion of isobars A. Results for 1 6 0 
arc presented in this work. The contributions to (he imaginary pan arc given by the two-
pan icle-onc-holc (2plh) and three-particle-two-hote (3p2h) diagrams. The latter contributes 
at negative energies only and the contribution from isobar intermediate states is rather small. 
The 2plh diagram receives significant contributions from isobars at energies near the reso
nance and above ihc threshold for the excitation of AA slates. In particular the importance 
of AA configurations is rather sensitive to the treatment of short-range correlations. Hie 
parameterization of the sclf-cnirgy in terms of local potentials is discussed. The depiction 
of the occupation of the single-particle orbits due to nucleon-nucleon correlations and A 
excitations is evaluated. 
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1 Introduction 
When a nucicon enters a nucleus, there is a sizable probability that the large! will be excited 
and thence the incoming nucleon will be absorbed from the elastic channel. The effect of this 
absorption can be accounted foT by way of an imaginary part W of the mean field describing 
the interaction between a nucleon and a nucleus. This mean field is actually what defines the 
optical-model potential. 

The imaginary part vanishes, or is rather small in the energy domain that corresponds to 
energies near the Fermi level. Certain nuclear states at these low energies can directly be identified 
with a single-particle configuration. However, for excitation energies large relative to the Fermi 
energy, one can no longer establish such a correspondence between a single-particle configuration 
and a given nuclear energy level. The single-particle strength, for a definition see ref. [I), is 
then shared among many levels. Typical examples of such a behavior can be found in the 
works of refs. [2 - 5]. The strength function of e.g. the d5f2 hole state in ^Ca is shown to 
be highly fractionated in the energy region 4 - 1 0 MeV [4|, mainly because the single^wle 
state couples to the collective phonon motion in the 40Ca core [6J. The main fraction of the 
strength function is however located near some selected energies, to be referred to as quasiparticle 
energies. The energy domain in which most of the single-particle strength remains located is 
called the quasiparticlc spreading width T [11. This spreading width is related to the imaginary 
part of the optical potential. 

The same processes which lead to an imaginary pan for the self-energy (see e.g. the diagrams 
displaycJ in fig. lb and 1c) also modify the real part of the nuclcon-i ucleus potential. This 
modification of the real part is related to the imaginary part by a dispersion relation, involving 
the imaginary part at all energies. 

These properties of the imaginary part of the optical-model potential, demonstrate that the 
optical potential, and thereby the self-energy of the nucicon. can be considered as a key point for 
investigations in nuclear structure. Microscopic calculations of the optical potential, the nucicon 
self-energy and related quantities like quasiparticte strength functions, have been carried out in 
nuclear matter [7 - 11 ]. A main advantage of studies in nuclear matter originates from the fact 
that the single-panicle wave functions for this infinite system are plane wi-vcs. For a microscopic 
calculation of linile nuclei one has to consider different single-particlc wave functions for bound 
states and for the continuum, which leads to complications in the calculation. Therefore, in finite 
nuclei, phcnomcnological methods like the one exposed ad extenso in rcf. JI|. sec rcf. [12] as 
well, have been much favored. Recently, however, a technique has been developed 113, 14) to 
evaluate the real part and imaginary part of the optical potential within a microscopic approach 
directly for finite nuclei. This method allows for a direct calculation of the optical potential with 
all kinds of mined re pre sent at inns lor both panicle and hole Mates. 

Since the optical -model is used for nucicon energies up to a few hundred McV, it is of interest 
lo study ihc imaginary pan at such energies. Furthermore, as w have discussed already above, 
the dispersion relation between the real and imaginary component nl the self energy relates the 
imaginary part also j | such large energies to the real part JI low energies Therefore it is of 
interest to \iuily the imaginary pan also at ihcse energies Al such energies, it is also the Si.(..() 
isobar which is ol importance This resonance has spin and tMv*pm .i/",' and mass Vi'.Vl McV. 
which is annul I'll) McV higher than (hat of the nuclei>n The dominant role of die A isobar as 
compare»1 In other resonances nf the nucicon can he underst in x J because il is the lightest pmn 
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nucleon resonance. It is also a rather important mechanism in describing pion-nuclcon scattering 
H5|. 

The main purpose of the present paper is then to evaluate contributions from isobar degrees of 
freedom to the imaginary part of the optical-model potential for finite nuclei, extending thereby 
the method outlined in rcfs. [13, 14). As a testing ground, we apply our formalism to 1 6 0 and 
.csirict the investigations to orbital angular momentum i = 0 for the incoming nucleon. 

This paper is organized as follows; the theoretical framework underlying the present investi
gation is revisited in section 2. Results and discussions arc prcscntcd in the subsequent section 
whereas our conclusions are drawn in section 4. 

Figure 1: Diagrams arising in the evaluation of the optical-model potential. Diagram (a) is 
the Hartree- Fock contribution, whereas diagrams (b) and (c) are the tn-o-particle-one-hole and 
three-particle-two-hole contributions, respectively. The wavv line stands for the nuclear reaction 
matrix (,'. 

2 Theoretical framework 

2.1 Kvaluation of the imaginary part of the optical potential 

Tn construct an clleciivc interaction appmpnatc in the evaluation of ihc optical model pnlcnhal. 
pcrt/rbalivc many body techniques jrc normally employed, see c.j: rel |lft| The diagrams 
displayed in hg I arc examples ol terms through second order in perturbation theory Piagram 
(a) is I he Marircc Hock term, which is independent of Ihc energy „• ol the incoming nucleoli The 
energy dependence i\ jccounicd lor by Ihc second order loiiinbulioi^ in lig lb and k\ with the 
iwo particle one hole (2plh) .ind ihc Ihrec panicle iwi> hole MpJMn diagrams shown in tig lb 
and k, respo/livcl) 

One <>l i he prtihlciiiN one lus lo Lite in ihc pcriurKimc expansion ol an elleclive operalor 
i\ tlK* lau iM.it the nurlcon iiuileon I \ \ i poicn'ul IN \inm$\\ rcpulMtc at Nhon IIINIAIHCV 
poMng (herehv a major problem to am pclurbalivc approach OIK- UJI overcome ihi\ pmblcni 
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by considering the nuclear reaction matrix G, which accounts for the effects of two-nucleon 
con-clations. The nuclcon-nucleon Gw/v-mauix 'S obtained through the solution of the Bethe-
Goldstone equation 

GNN(Sl) = VNN + VNNQQ^1 ^QGNN{tl), (1) 

where T is the kinetic energy for two particles and Q the Pauli exclusion operator. The angle-
averaged Pauli operator defined in ref. [22) is used here as well. The nucleon-nucleon (NN) 
potential is given by VNN- The effect of the nuclear medium is incorporated in the starting 
energy ft and the Pauli exclusion operator. The G^/v-matrix is conventionally described by the 
coordinates of the relative and center of mass motion. The (7^^-matrix in eq. (1) then reads 

{klKLJST\ GNN \k'l'KUST). (2) 

The variables k, k' denote the relative momentum, and I and /' the orbital angular momentum 
for the relative motioa The quantities K and L are the corresponding quantum numbers of the 
center of mass motion. Finally, J. S and T represent the total angular momentum, spin and 
isospin, respectively. For a tutorial review on how to solve eq. (1) see e.g. ref. [17], To calculate 
the N N (7-malrix we have employed a recent version of the Bonn meson-exchange potential 
model [18] defined in table A.2 of ref. [ 19), hereafter to be referred as Bonn B. This is a one-
bo son-exchange potential which includes the exchange of TT,T),P,U>,6 and a mesons. The Bonn 
potential models have been quite successful in describing both qualitatively and quantitatively 
the properties of finite systems and nuclear matter [19|. It is then argued [19] that these nice 
properties of the Bonn potential can be ascribed to a fairly weak tensor force, a conclusion 
supported by the recent analysis of Clajus et at. (20|. The 6'yv/v-matrix can in turn be used ja 
evaluate terms arising in the perturbation expansion of an effective operator, of which the optical-
model potential is an example. The diagrams displayed in fig. I should then be considered to 
represent contributions in terms of the f7-matrix. This interpretation gives rise to a double-
counting problem; the diagram of fig. lb is already included in the particle-panicle ladders of 
the Gss matrix of the Hartrcc-Fock term in fig. la. Wc will come back to this problem in the 
discussion below. 

Another problem which arises in perturbation theory is whether the expansion converges or 
not. Actually, third-order contributions in the G-matrix have been shown by several authors 
|211 to yield significant contributions in nuclear structure calculations of the effective interaction. 
However, in the present work, wc will refrain from an analysis which includes third- or higher-
order contributioas. mainly because wc want to study the qualitative importance of the role played 
by isobars in the evaluation of the imaginary pan of the optical-model potential. Pertinent lo 
the method wc will apply to evaluate the imaginary part, is the calculation of the contributions 
from diagrams lb) and (c) in lig. I For a given energy _• and orbital quantum numbers of the 
incoming nuclcon. wc obtain an imaginary contribution which depends on both energy and on 
the incoming {k ) and outgoing momentum (kt) The imaginary pan is then non-local in the 
momentum k. and lo gel in contact with cm pineal studies of the imaginary pan. it is prctcrablc 
lo have a local rcprcsentalion. Such a local approximation will be discussed in section 1 

E.vscniial lo the evaluation of ihc imaginary pan. is to use a basis of single-panicle stales 
which is appropnjlc for hound hole Mates and for panicle states in ihc continuum In (his work 
then, similar in wh.il has been done in refs [ IV M. 221. we choose Itolc states, defined hy ihc 
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quantum numbers nlj, to be represented by harmonic-oscillator (HO) wave functions, whereas 
particle states are described by plane waves, with quantum numbers klj, orihogonalized to the 
bound states. For the bound slates this is a fairly good approximation, whereas for the lowest-
lying particle states, e.g. IsOd-shell states in the oxygen region, a plane wave representation 
may be too crude an approximation. For the present investigation, however, this drawback is 
not crucial since we will focus our attention to the effects of short-range correlations and isobar 
excitations in the NN interaction, both of which populate particle states at high energies. 

Starting from the G/v/v-matrix defined in eq. (2), one can then construct matrix elements of 
the form 

(klKL(J)SJTj ONN KnJJ^ntlMJT) , (3) 
with the Iwo-particle wave function \(nalaja){ni,lbjb)JT) given by the time-honored transfor
mation [231 

\("*tj,)("blbjb 

(4) 

)jr)-_ E E f - < - ' > ' — ) f , ' ; 2 /;2 *) 

X (B/;V/.!«,/.«,/»> \nlNHJ)SJT), 

where the term (n/.V [,\n^l„ni,tb) is the familiar Mnshinsky bracket, sec e.g. rcf. [23|. Here we 
use i - 2x + 1. The wave function \nlS l.{J)SJT). withn.Vi/. the oscillator quantum numbers 
of the relative motion and center of mass, is related to \klKL(J)SJT) by 1131 

\nl\UJ)SJT) = Ik' K'dkdK fln,(v^n*)Kw(.lv/i/^oA)|WA' L(J)SJT). 

with r. being the oscillator length and Htlt and /r.v/. the HO functions in momentum space. 
Similarly, we will also need matrix elements 

(klKUJ)SJT\ Csu \{k.l^.nktlih)JT). (.'.) 

with plane wave Iwn-parliclc stales represented by |l*,/,;,l(Mi.jkl-'i'). which can he trans
formed as 111. 2J. 251 

' (* . ( . ; . I l hd ; . )H) = iW r t*( i ir)(5 , i! !i 
. . - • " v ^ < ; ; ) 

Mh fkj.kj.x-klh /../>•>// i 



where the term (klKL\kJakblb) is the vector bracket defined in refs. |24, 25]. 
Finally, matrix elements of the mixed form 

(klKL(J)SJT\GNN\(nalaja){khlbjb)JT), (7) 

can be obtained from eq. (6) by noting that 

\(nJ*j.)(kblbjb)JT) = J kldk„R„^(aka) \(k,laja)(kblh}b)JT). (8) 

With these preliminaries, we are now able to set up the expressions for the 2plh and 3p2h 
diagrams displayed in fig. lb and 1c, respectively. The expressions for the 2plh diagram is 
formally given by [26] 

2plA= km^T^Jt^TT^é 
x (ah\ GSN \p\Pi) {pip?\ GNN \ch), 

i+tV (9) 

where the sum over h, px and P2 runs over all possible quantum numbers of the intermediate 
stales. The energy of the incoming nuclcon is given by w. The C,v AT-matrix in this expression is 
given in terms of anli-symmetrized matrix elements and the additional factor of 1/2 accounts for 
the fact that wc have two panicles starting at the same vertex and ending at the same vertex. The 
limit 7} — 0 is implicitly assumed. Since the f/jv.v-matrix in the above expression is given in the 
laboratory frame, depending on whether we use HO or plane wave functions, the two-particle 
stateJ arc given by one or the other of the transformations in cqs. (4) or (6). As wc will describe 
particle states by way of plane waves, the summation over discrete panicle states in cq. (9) has 
to be replaced by two integrals over the momenta of p\ and p?. Use of the transformation in cq. 
(6) and the relation 

— — = / ' - x nr*!-»). 
~j x t'/ ^ 

/' referring to the principal value, gives for the imaginary pan of cq. (9) |I3| 

W£ '.'*'-*-*->= - r ø £ EI: AW*1"'" 
<(k.ij B»/»AJ/-|<•;%•%• \kihi.tj)s.ir) 

: (tlA7.|.7).SJ7K.\% It I j nhl^h.ll) 

III) 

with .l/v - '"\ the inlal maw JIHI \I \»i\ Ihc reduced miu fur the nutlcom Im\ 'M*'I 
McV) The subscript V \ refen U> Ihc fact thai no m>*>an* jre irwlu'lcd as intcrmcdiale \Ulcs 
The singl- hole energy ,, is given by rhc eigenvalues of the hjrmnrm usullainr 

- , ' • - , r . ' m • r\ • i-'.'i • i . 
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with £F the Fermi energy. Only positive energies u> contribute, as can be deduced from the 8 
function in eq. (10). Similarly, the 3p2h contribution is formally given by 

2 2 ( 2 ^ + 1 ) ^ ^ -u - £„ + £„, + €„, + .7, ( U ) 

X (ap\GNN \h\h-i) {h\h2\GNfi\cp). 

Applying the transformations in cqs. (4) and (6) one obtains for the imaginary part of the 3p2h 
diagram 

- — T T y hidkjt 
' ' /PJp JT nNlLSJ J 

x (kalejckpIpjpJT\ GNN \nlNl{J)SJT) QnlNL 

x {nlNL(J)SJT\GNN \kclcjckptpjpJT) 

u kl > 
x*6(£nNlL ~ 5^7 -**»), 

which gives non-zero values for negative energies only. The energy £nNu refers to the total 
energy of the two holes in the center of mass and relative coordinates system, represented by HO 
cigensutcs and QniNt, ' s a factor to account for the occupation probability of the intermediate 
two-hole stale (see ref. (22J). 

The expressions for the imaginary part of the optical-model potential given in cqs. (10) and 
(12) arc both non-local and depend on the energy of the incoming nuclcon. These expressions 
ignore the requirement that the intermediate panicle-stales must be orthogonal to (he hole stales. 
This has been taken into account employing the approach which is discussed in rcf. [22). 

2.2 Isobar contributions 
From the available body of data on the response of a nucleus to spirwJcpcndcnt electromagnetic 
and weak probes [27|. u is suggested that the quenching of spin matrix elements may be ascribed 
lo the presence of isobar degrees of freedom, sec e.g. the review article by Towner (28) or the 
recent monograph by Caste I and Towner |29). One of the major mechanisms lo Ihc quenching 
of spin main» elements is provided by processes in which the weak or electromagnetic probe 
prompt* a moon in be exchanged between two nucIcons In such an exchange process, the 
nuclcon may he raised to us excited Mate, ihc isobar A. and then dc <rxcilcd again Since the 
isobar carries spin jnd isospm .1/2. only T and /> mesom can cnninbuic to ihc aforementioned 
exchange process 

The idea that even Tor low lying nuclear cuilalium. submit Icon K effects, like Ihc raising of 
.i nuc.'cnn to an isobar, may he prevalent, is an interesting tase to study wiuiin the framework 
of Ihc optical model potential However, following I.ipkm and l,cc | W|. j word of t aul ion is 
mandalory here The isobar is a highly unstable particle with J njtural wnlih I =: 170 U* \ much 
larger than the spacing between nutlcar levels It is ihc rc f ore unclear whether the isobar \hnuld 
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be treated as an elementary fcrmion, a ihrcc-quark cluster or as a pion-nuclcon resonance. In 
the present work we will treat the isobar as a nuclear constituent in the same way as we treat 
protons and neutrons. Since the optical-model potential outlined in the previous subsection is 
within the domain of low-energy nuclear physics, we present here a non-re lati vistic description of 
the isobar interacting with nucleons through two-body forces. This approach differs from what 
commonly has been the procedure in e.g. nuclcon-nuclcus, pion-nucleus or nucleon-nuclecn 
scattering [l'A, 29 - 35], where field-theoretic models which depart from the nucleon (and pion 
and isobar) self-energy are employed. Calculations of nuclear properties based on the assumption 
that nuclcons (and isobars as well) interact through an instantaneous potential is obviously only to 
be considered as a first approximation. To be consistent with the method outlined in the previous 
subsection, we will refrain from a relativistic analysis. 

In the nuclcon-nucleon case, the ^ / V potential KJV/V introduced in cq. (1) is represented by 
the onc-boson-exchange model given by the Bonn B poteniial in table A.2 of ref. 119]. For two 
nucleons interacting through the exchange of JT plus p mesons, the transition potential VSN is 
usually written, in the static non-rclativistic limit, as ( IS. 28, 37] 

v:vfvi"> = - ( % " • ^ y 1 " + % £ i ^ - ^ + f / . r l r , T „ ( i : j ) 

[ m ; r/i* + k** r/i* ni^ + k ' J 

with / T , P , \ ,V the coupling coaslanl for the relevant vertices and a and r the Pauli spin matrices for 
spin and isospin, respectively. This process is shown in fig. 2a. Correspondingly, the nuclcon-
isobar potential V \ ^ displayed in tig. 2b, is given by 

t- , L I l / ' V . v / ' . v ^ kS k / , . . v \ / „v . i< r x k - S x k 1 
[ n i ; mi + k : MI* m* i k* I 

with .Vf/') the transition matrix which creates a spin (isosput) :t/"J object from a spin (isospin) 
1/2 one. The V'^A potential in lig. 2c is easily evaluated by simply replacing n — S, r — I 
and f*.„s\ - /» .» . \^ w c q . 0 4 ) . 

It ought to be remarked that the meson propagator for cither T or /i from cq. (14) may noi 
be too realistic at small momentum transfers |3ti| . therefore, more realistic propagators which 
account for the mass difference between the isobar and the nucleon should be considered as well 
This is important in order to obtain a realistic si/c and range fur the transition potential in cq 
(14) [19| One such possibility was presented by Durso et at. |40J and employed by Nicphaus 
ft al |1H|. i c wc lei 

' • ' ( ' ' ) 
•n; v k J 2 \mi t- k ' »»; »• k* ¥ w i . im^ m % ) / ' 

in cq (I4i and with rn± the mais of the isobar A %imi!jr ih.ingc applies to the /> meson 
Both choices t"r meson propagator will be discussed in the next scilion The modified meson 
pmpagjlor lor the I _^ transition pt>lcnlMl is easily ohtjined b\ Kinne. 

I i 

» • : > k- ' m ; » k' - n,.,»t± . „ , 

Both mod i hot im-snn prop,i]Mtors t-shihil the icrrr i l hchjunr in ilk- hnul m^ . u, N TIK* 
.nlvonl.i)!r ol On* ,ihmr i hones nt me sun propagators is thai ihcs winplttv minimi jt t aku lahom 



Tip Tip Tip 

( a ) (b) ( c ) 

Figure 2 
mesons. 

the A' A' (a). A'A (h) and AA (c) transition potentials with the exchange of x and p 

coasidcrably since Ihc term Jmwp\ m± - m \) defines an cffcclivc meson mass and the Fourier 
iraasform from k space to r space can be done analytically. Expressions for die transition 
potentials in r space can be found in e.g. the work of rcf. |3K|. 

The coupling constant for the x meson is given by a relation obtained from the non-rclativislic 
quark model | 4 I | 

and similarly lor ihc /> meson wc have 

IT. ) 

/, 

!,y >/\ T v , . \ % - - < 17) 

where wc have taken the values of vector (tensor) toupliM: .uiisionls i;,,\, \ | / , . \ \ ) from lablc 
A - ol' a*Cerentc I \Ki\ implying *;. \ \ U '»'i and J ' * * '"> I Hie relation f.\ ±/f. \ \ I 7 
is somewhat loo small compared to I he experimental vj lur which is t i m e to _' I*i. a result not 
so 'liflcrcnt from the predict inns of Ihc (Tic w Low I henry |4 If However, our ihn i tc is inspired 
Crom the underlying quark structure of Ihc harynns n( relevance t . re Kclaiivisiu enrrrctmns in. 
for example, the M I T bag model | - I2 | give only small tnnr t tnnis In ihe mm relativists quart, 
model The dillerrnccs between the above experimental value and Ihc HOC derived from Ihc quark 
mtxlcl leave room lnr large uncertainties in Ihe evaluation of isnhar tniiirihuiiims lo eqs 110) 
and I I-> Our rcMih\ an: iLcrelnn: in be viewed J ^ J qualitative i-Minute nl iM>bar K m m but ions 

Tfic tnuplipg ki'tistants. ma»so and L U I n i l ma*M*i » \> lnr the mfMHh included in the eval 
uahon nt i he Hmw I* potential ami the niu lenn isobar potential arr displjved in table I F-maflv. 



a monopole form factor with cut-off masses AWiP 

is included lo regularize the meson propagators occurring in V)VA and 1^^. 

Table 1: Potential parameters used in the evaluation of GNM , GNA andG&&. 

Meson g2/4w mass(MeV) A(GcV) 

n 14.6 138.03 1.2 
') 5 548.8 15 
P 0.95 769 1.3 
u/ 20 782.6 1.5 
a 8.0769 550 2.0 
ti 3.1 J55 983 1.5 

f is* J I* 4.688 

Starting from enc l raas i lion potential* 1 \ A and \ ±± wc arc now ahlc ln (.onsiruct the ..una* 
spending G matrices G\& and G±±. respectively, by defining 

U 

schematically shown in lig. la and 

displayed in tig lb The Pauli operator Q, ihe energy denfimiiuinr lor IIK- uiirnticdiair nm lmn> 
' and the G malm, arc defined a.* for the Bclhc (JoldMimc equation <*irli (IK laitcf rrprr\cntrd 
by eg (1) The partial wave channels included ( ) . f • I> m the evaluation n( >. i <,. r, ^ and 
G±\ arc given in l.iblc 2 r\% will he wen in the nc*i \citMm tfu\ approximation tn / arwl / i*. 
•iuflicicnt lu represent the imagirwr* part of the opiual n»*Jcl potrnii.il 

The ahi>vc apprpsimalinrw imply ih.u v*e nrgleii irnm inw«l*nit- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
and A-a • V \ tramilMW The**1 renm arc -.hown ir» lit 1 V null* .-.** » IM» MU\ » l'»> 

I I I 
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K 0 TC 0 

f\/\/\r> \ — + Tip + 
^ \ / \ / \ / > 

( a ) 

icp Jtp 

+ 
icp Jtp 

+ + 
^ \ / \ / \ / > 

( b ) 

Figure 3: Graphical representation ofeq. (IK) for (!Na (a) and eq. (19) for 6'aa fb). The wavy 
lines stand for the (1-matrix whe vas the dotted lines represent the bare transition potentials for 
T and p exchange. 

II 



Table 2: NN, NA and AA partial waves {2S+iLj) included in the evaluation of GUN, GN&, 
Gaa and the imaginary part of the optical-model potential. 

NN NA AA 

% "Do 'S , s Oo 
'02 hS2

3D2

5D2

sG2 
SS2

 ,D2

sD2

iG2 

'G , 5 / V G 4 5 G 4 
5D, rG^G4 

3/>o 3Po 3Po7F0 

3P, ip^P^F, 3P:7F, 

' /W, 1p 2 5/> 2 3f 2 5f 2 
3P2

7P2

3F2

7F2 

3 F, 5 P 3

3 f t 5 F 3 

7P,3F3

7F3 

'f4 
3 n 5 n 7P*3F4

7F, 
J . V 3 D , 3 * 1

3 D 1

7 0 , 7 C 1 
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represent approximations lo coupled sets of Bethc-Goldstonc equations which read 

and 
^ A A 

.VA + <~'\\~ * ,VA + ti ,VA — V.VA.VA + t*AA _ *AA/VA, 
r c f 

1 AA + iFrWV— l A A + <'.VA — KVAAA + < 'AA — ^ A A A A * 

(20) 

(21) 

where the terms 1',VA.VA< I.YAAA and * AAAA a r c given in fig. 4. For these transition potentials 
we only depict the direct term, an exchange icrm is understood to be included. The problem 
with these transition potentials is the fact that they coniain a AA-mcson vertex on which very 
little is known. In the one-boson exchange picture employed here lo describe the interaction 
between baryons, any meson which contributes in the NN case also contributes lo ihe transition 
potentials V'YA.VA mfl V'AAAA- But. whereas in the AW case the contributions from the various 
mesons in table 1 arc constrained by a lit to the AW dala, no such restrictions are present for 
the transition potentials of fig. 4. 

( a ) ( b ) c) 

Figure 4: Transition potentials 1'A\AV (a). I VAAA <l>iand I'AAAA d')- These transition poten
tials are not accounted for tn the present work. 

The altitude in the literature has been cither lo ignore these contributions totally |43| or lo 
include only T and /• mesons explicitly or in an effective way as done in refs. |3H. 44. 45). If 
one only includes T and /> mesons, the contributions from e.g I \AVA '"* found to be rather 
small 1-4.1. 4fi|. and will not alter the qualitative aspect of our results since our choice of / : \ ^ 
already represents an uncertainly of some Id'/ due to the range of values available. Moreover, 
as a consequence nl omitting the above terms in the calculations of <!\ ± and d'^j,. we also omit 
some of the leading terms lo the self cncrgv of the A isobar, and il lurthc. contributions to the 
latter sell energ\ are neglected, the single panicle spectrum ol the A isobar can be approximated 
by a pure kinetic cncrg> lenn plus the mass dillerrnce between Ihe r»oh,ir A and Ihc nucleoli N . 

- , f " A 

n 



As discussed below, ihis has in lum consequences for Ihc evaluation of the energy denominators 
in cqs. (9) and (11). 

The inclusion of isobars in the calculations of the 2plh and the 3p2h diagrams is easily 
accomplished by replacing GUN in cqs. (10) and (12) by eilhcr 6'.\a or 6'AA. Ftg. 5 shows 
i"ie 2plh and 3p2h diagrams modified so as to include cither one or two isobars as intermediate 
slates. 

sJ\s\r\ \ 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) 

Figure 5: The second-order contributions to the imaginary part of the optical -model potential with 
the inclusion of one or two isobars as intermediate state!s). The ruth-particle one-hole diagrams 
in (a) and (b) include one and two isobars, respectively. Diagram (t) is the three-particle-two-
hole mtxiified so as to include one isobar as an intermediate state. 

The modified imaginary pari of the 2plh diagram is then given by 

>v.^u/**._•)= - - 1 - - v y v ik-'dk Ik-dKJi 
*' 2 2/ t t *-" *-" *-^ J I 

**J " t,*lHih It It •*.TJ 

*{kU<lAj)SJT\C\±\k I j i>J,j,,./n 

- T " - * ». '"^ '"^ : v j : , ...:;. »• 
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and 
W^jlk^u)^ -^-T: E E E J^dkf^dKJt 

(23) 

' n h l k j h JT ILSJ' 

x ^alJanhlhjhJT\G^ \klKL(J)SJT) 

x {klKL(J)SJT\G^ \kclcjcnklhjkJT) 

x^(w + £h - 2(m& - mN) - ^ - j ^ . ) , 

with one intermeddle isobar stale in fig. Sa and two intermediate isobars in fig. Sb, respectively. 
The single-particle energy of the isobar A is taken as pure kinetic energy plus the mass shift 
m i - rriAf and [47] 

r r \ '< '* A ) 
HkJch)(kAl±jA)JT) = £ / k'dk K2dK</2( 1/2 3/2 5 \ 

IL\SJJ ' [ jc ja J ) 

'{Hi) 
(24) 

X ( _ 1 ) A + J - L - S I 7 A 2 J ^ 5 

x {lslh'L\krlrk&l&) \klKUJ)SJT), 

with the factor f' ^~ljr ) ' n cq. (6) replaced by v/2 to obtain a normalized two-particle 
slate. 

The various masses in cqs. (22) and (23) arc 

AC.VA = "I.V + '"A- )',V4 = HI™* 

A'i = 2n i i . / l i = Jnia. 

The contribulion from isobars lo the 3p2h diagram in fig. Sc is 

" ' • > • + " I,,, JT «.VH..V.7 J 

* (k.l-j kJ±j±Jr\r\-*\«l\HJ)SJT) 

* ( I . . . V / . I . / ) . V . / M I - . \ A | * r J kiUjiJI) 

In cqs (22 21) and |2S) wc have omitted sell'-energy aintnbution.s [t> the isobar, a (ad 
which .implilics the cvaluaiion of 11K lp2h and 2pth diagrams DilTcrenl Icrms which give 
nsc lo real and imaginary cnnlnbulmns in die isobar self energy arc shown m lig ft Problems 
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encountered in ihe evaluation of ihc latter self-energy, was discussed above, namely that little 
is known on the coupling constants of the A A vertex. One way to proceed is to invoke the 
underlying quark symmetries as done in ref. [41] and then calculate uV sclf-cncrgy along the 
same line as those discussed here and in refs. 113. I4 | . The results of such a calculation arc to 
be discussed in a future paper [46]. With the omission of rcnormalizations of the isobar in the 
nuclear medium, three-body effects as discussed in rcfs. [35. 36, 48] arc not accounicd for in 
ihe present calculation, though we expect the net effect of these contributions to be masked by 
our choice of coupling constants. 

Figure o: Selet ted i iminhutions u> the real and tmag'nar\ part of the \elf- energy of the isobar. 

Finally, it is important to note that since wc I real nuc Icons and isobars on the same fool
ing, standard rules lor the evaluation of Fcynman-Gold stone diagrams |26) can be used. Ex
change terms .ire then explicitly included in cqs. (22 2"*) and (25) through Ihc definition nl 
anti symmctn/cd main x elements t>\ \ . (>\± and d±± 

23 Contr ibut ions to the real part 

Alter calculating the imaginary parts lor the nucleoli sell energy i c . i s displayed in lig lb and 
Ic. one may also calculate Ihc corresponding real parts by means <>l ihe dispersion relations | 2 2 | 

V'.TI -7". 
where / ' means ,i pnnup.il value inlcgr.il Since ) V J ; t , is dillcrrni f nun /en» mil) (or positive 
values i»l _ ' ami .is Ms diavioial ma lm clcnicnls jre ncgjiitc. ihis dispersion relation implies ihal 
the diagonal elements nl l \ , , . will he .iiira*.tec lor negative energies . litis allruUion should 
nn.rc.isc IIT MII.IM positive energies It will decrease and will blunge sign nuh lnr large posilive 
values lor ilk- cnergv nl the inicr.uiing uuiloui \ similar dispersion relation ln>ltls lor ilk* real 

file:///elf-
http://pnnup.il
http://inlcgr.il
http://nn.rc.isc


(V3P2/i) and imaginary part (W'3P2/,) of the 3p2h contribution (fig. lc) to the self-energy 

P r°° WPJ?h{jclckckaw') 
VapwO.Wct.w) = - - / ^ " ° >dJ. (27) 

Since w £ $ , is positive Cat least its diagonal matrix elements) and different from zero for negative 
energies u>' only, it is evident that V3 p- ; A is repulsive for positive energies and decreases with 
increasing energy. Only for large and negative energies it will become attractive. 

As the starting point we calculate the Brueckner G-matrix by solving eq. (I) in nuclear matter 
assuming a certain density (jtf= 1.4 fm~') and starting energy (-10 Me V). If one now calculates 
the Hartrec-Fock contribution to the nucleon self-energy (see fig. la) for this (7-malrix, also 
2plh terms as displayed in fig. lb are included in the Hanree-Fock term within the nuclear 
matter approximation. (Note that the Hartree-Fock term does not give any imaginary component 
since it is calculated for a G-matrix with negative starting energy). When calculating V2plA 
from the dispersion relation above for finite nuclei, one is obviously double counting pan of the 
contribution from two-panicle intermediate states, and thus has to subtract the second-order term 
calculated in the nuclear matter approach as it is contained in the Hartrcc-Fock term: 

vAhirkrkau)= - — L _ £ *£.-£. I * a i ViKJt 
Wc+lKhlh,hJTILSJJ J 

(28) 
x (KtJr»hlkji,JT\ Cf,N \klKUJ)SJT) 

x (kIKHJ)SJT\ (V.v.v \kelcunhlhJhJT) 

x « ( * , K ] ( « I N M - £ - ^ ) " ' . 

with the starting energy U>,VM and the Pauli operator Q as it has been used in the Bethe-Coldstonc 
equation defined in cq. (I). 

One may now also feel tempted to calculate the real contributions to the nucleon self-energy, 
which arise from the isobar A contributions of fig. 5 employing dispersion relations in straight 
analogy lo those of cqs. (26) and (27). Also in this case one has to rcali/c thai the corresponding 
terms arc essentially contained in the bare ,V .V G'-malrix already, as the .V ,V potential has been 
adjusted lo describe the empirical two-nuclcon data. Since wc did not calculate such terms in 
the /V,V interaction explicitly, wc arc unable lo evaluate the correction term corresponding to 
cq. (28) and therefore do not calculate the real conlnbulions to the self energy arising from ^ 
excitations 

3 Results and discussion 

.1.1 The real part of Ihe self-energy 

In the prc.scm investigation wc have considered a rather modem version of die so called "Bonn" 
one-bason csclwngc tOBE) rt.ucnti.iR ihc potential It defined in tabic A - of rc( (IV| Thu 
potential has been fitted to Ihc \ A scattering dala employing ihc Tlmnipsiin equation as a thrc. 
dimensional .ippmsimatinn to the Beitte Salpeter equation Csmg die Tlhimpson cqujlion. it is 
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straight forward to consider the effects of the so-called Dirac phenomenology, i.e. to consider a 
change of the Dirac spinors for the nuclcons in the nuclear medium, which could be parameterized 
in terms of an effective mass for the nucleons [191. In the present investigation we do not consider 
any effects of this sort but assume the Dirac spinors in the nuclear medium to be identical to the 
corresponding ones in die vacuum. 

Thus, the main difference between the version of the OBE potential used in [22], denned 
in [49] and hereafter referred to as HEA, and in the present work is die update of die meson 
parameters used in [he present OBE. The more recent versions of the Bonn potential typically 
contain a weaker tensor force. This is due to a stronger coupling constant for the p meson and 
due to a more stringent cut-off in the jr-exchange. As a consequence the OBE potential defined 
in [49] and used in [22] yields a D-state probability in the deuteron of 5.7 % , whereas die OBE 
potential B used here leads to a slightly smaller value of 5.1 % . 

This small difference in the strength of the tensor component has remarkable consequences 
in the nuclear structure calculation. As a first result we discuss the single-particle energies 
obtained for the hound 3ijl stales of 1 6 0 , employing different approximations for die reai part 
of die self-energy The energies which arc obtained from the OBE potential B are listed in die 
upper half of table 3 and can be compared to the corresponding results obtained with the old 
Bonn potential (22] in the lower half of Uiis table. The single-panicle energies obtained in the 
Hartrcc-H>ck approximation agree with each other within 0.4 McV. For this comparison one 
should keep in mind that die Hanree-Fock contribution to die self-energy has been calculated 
for a G-matrix calculated in nuclear matter at a starting energy of -10 McV, which is close to 
icro. This agreement reflects the fact dial die ("/-matrices at such starting energies arc not so 
different form the corresponding scattering matrices 7* at positive starting energies, sec e.g. the 
discussion in rcf. 119). Moreover, the '/"-matrices for both potentials were lilted to essentially the 
same phase shifts. 

The origin for tins attractive single-particle potential, however, is quite different fur the iwo 
potentials under consideration. This can be seen from the second column of tabic 3, which 
gives the results for die Hartrcc-Fock approximation to the self-energy after subtracting the 
second-order term of fig. lb as calculated in the nuclear matter approximation (sec cq. (28)). 
While this second-order term was responsible for around 25 McV in the expectation value for 
die lowest - i / ; single-panicle energy using OBE potential It, the sar.ic diagram yields 34 McV 
attraction in the case or the OBE potential HEA. This demoasirates dial a potential with a stronger 
tensor component (old OBE potential) leads lo a larger second-order contribution to die attractive 
single-panicle potential man a potential with a weaker tensor force A potential like OBE li 
therefore exhibits a more attractive contribution of firsi order to produce a self-energy with the 
same attraction It is worth noting, however, that 'so for the OBE potential // a very unrcalistic 
scI f-energy would be obtained if we subtract the ladder diagrams as uVy arc contained in the 
il malm 

The third column of table 1 displays the single panicle energies if in addition lo the Hartrcc 
f'ock term, the 2plh term, as evaluated in ihc nuclear mailer approximation, is subtracted (see 
di.scus.suin of section 2 1) and replaced by the corresponding term calculated directly for die linne 
nucleus. For both potentials the inclusion i»l the 2plh term directly fur tic linitc nucleus yields 
more attraction than in the nuclear mailer jpprminulinn. presumably because die Pauli operator 
is overestimated in nuclear mailer jl saturation density as uwipared in the light nucleus u'() In 
this approximation the energy -dependence of die ?plh term i\ pmpcrh i-ifĉ n into account The 
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Table 3: Single-particle energies for the bound 0St/2 ""d" ls\/i stales of'eO calculated in various 
approximations for the self-energy. Results ce given for the Hartree-Fock approximation, the 
Hartree-Fock approximation after subtracting the 2plh contribution of nuclear matter (Vc of eq. 
(28)). which is denoted as HF-2plhnM. the HF approximation including the 2plh term in finite 
nuclei (HF*2plh) with subtraction ofeq. (28). and the complete rrsutt: HF+2plh*3p2h, with eq. 
(28) subtracted as well. While the upper half of this table shows results obtained with potential B 
of (191. the lower half of this table displays the results of 1221 which were obtained with an old 
version of the Bonn potential 1491. 

; [MeV| HF HF -2plh,v,v HF+2plh HF+2plh+3p2h 

OBEP W 

Os,,, -36.92 -12.05 -42.56 -34.30 
IS./J -0.17 — -1.64 -1.04 

OBEP HEA 

"•- -36.50 -230 -4040 -33.06 
I'I/J -0.32 - -109 -0.61 

IW 



2plh contribution is less attractive for the negative energies of the strongly bound sj/2 slate of 
l60 than it is for slates around the Fermi level. Since the 2plh contribution is larger for the OBE 
potential HEA than it is for B, one obtains more attraction after inclusion of the 2plh term for 
OBE potential B than for the old HEA potential. 

The 3p2h term reduces the absolute value of the s , / 2 state by around 7 to 8 MeV. This effect 
is smaller than the effect of the 2plh terms if we compare these values to the total effect of 2plh 
terms obtained from the differences between the results displayed in columns 2 and 3 of this 
table. Certainly, this effect, which is ignored e.g. in the Bmeckner-Hartree-Fock approximation 
is non-negligible. In particular this is remarkable because of the strong energy-dependence of 
this term at the low energies of the bound j ^ states. 

The importance of the 3p2h term is reduced for the self-energy at positive energies. This can 
be seen from fig. 7. In order lo analyze the self-energy for s,/2 stales at positive energies, we 
follow the procedure discussed in {22). For each positive energy we define a local potential of 
Woods-Saxon shape, which yields the same scattering phase shift as the non-local self-energy 
calculated at this energy. Keeping the parameters for radius (3.1 fm) and surface-thickness 
(0.4 f m) fixed, we obtain from ihis procedure at each energy a value for the depth of this local 
parameterization for the self-energy. These vaiues for the depth of the potential ore presented in 
fig. 7 as functions of the energy. 

Already for the Hartrcc-Fock approximation (line with short dashes in fig. 7) one observes a 
strong cncigy-dependence of the local parameterization. As it has been discussed already in 1221 
this energy dependence reflects the non-locality of the Hartree-Fock term. The 2plh contribution 
yields an attractive contribution to the self-energy, which increases with energy in the interval 
of energies <-/ below 100 McV) displayed in the latter figure. The 3p2h term is repulsive and. 
as already mentioned above, gets lc.:s important with increasing energy. 

3.2 .V.V contributions to the imaginary part of the self-energy 

In section 2.1 we outlined how to evaluate ihc various contributions lo the ima^tary pari of the 
self-energy, which are due to .V.V correlations (sec cqs. (10) and (12)1. For each contribution 
we obtain for a given partial wave, defined by the angular momenta I and j . a result depending 
on two momenta k and k' and the energy of the incoming nuclcon _'. W jlkk'-i). Since we arc 
more accustomed lo .1 self energy or single-panicle potential defined in r space, it is useful lo 
consider the Founcr-Bcsscl transformation of this quantity 

l l | j l " ' j ) '" / ' k'M / ' *''iMr'. / l|*r,.; (|i'r)»Vl./«-*'-'). \W) 

w tic rc jtikr) relent ID ihc iphcncal Bcvwl function*. A* an example of a mm focal representation 
of luch an imaginary contribution we show in the lower part of fig H the imaginary pan due 
lo 2plh excitation* at an energy _• 100 McV as a function o( r. keeping *•' tucd From ihn 
figure, which displays quite a typical rvunplc. one can vc thai thenc rum total potential* %n»w 
a maximum around r r' wiih j lypnal width, a measure of (hr non lin. ali ly. nf amund I fm 
The width ICIHIH ln decrease for higher energien -

Therefore, a* a hrsi appnntmalion. ime can detenhc Ihc mm loul potential* hy a local 
pntenlial. lnr whuh this width gnc» lo /en». h> defining 

II ' l / / r . , / ,/r' 11 , , / . , ' . h , |()l 
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Figure 7: Strength of a Woods-Saxon potential which has been fitted to reproduce the phase-
shifts obtained for the real part of the self-energy at various energies. Results are given for Vltf.-
(short dashes). Vu? f Vi9XK (compensating for dauNe-counltng. long dashes! and l'ny + ^V|̂ l̂  + 
*'»pM f w W tine). All results in this and subsequent figures were obtair.,d far .ot/i states of ln<). 
employing the OBE potential ft defined in table A.2 of fl9j 
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where we have set / = lc and j = j c . Such local representations arc displayed in the upper half 
of fig. 8 for various energies UJ. The shape of these local representations can be compared with 
a Woods-Saxon potential. At high energies (sec solid line in fig, 8) the curves obtained from eq. 
(30) are quite close to a Woods-Saxon shape, whereas at low energies one finds an enhancement 
at the surface. Wc see then that the absorption due to excitations of 2plh configurations is a 
volume absorption at high energies while a sizable surface contribution can be found at smaller 
value of u. 

Despite these surface contributions wc finally try to describe the imaginary parts in terms 
of a local Woods-Saxon potential by requiring that for a given energy u> the non-local function 
W(k, k'uj) treated as a real part of a potential yields the same phase shifts (around energy zero) 
as a Woods-Saxon potential (22]. Keeping the value for the radius of the Woods-Saxon potential 
fixed to the value obtained from the analysis of the real part (see preceding section), one obtains 
for each energy u a depth for this adjusted Woods-Saxon potential. The absolute value for this 
depth is represented by the solid line in fig. 9' . In this figure it is the total imaginary part 
<2plh+3p2h) which is plotted. 

At positive energies w the imaginary part is due lo 2plh cxcilatioas and reaches its maximum 
at around 500 McV. This is similar to the results obtained previously (22] for the old Bonn 
potential except that for the new OBE potential employed in the present investigation, the imag
inary part is weaker by about 20%. This reflects again ule fact that the modem potential, due to 
its weaker feasor component, leads lo a slightly smaller correlation effects (see also discussion 
in the previous section). At negative energies down (o -200 McV one observes an imaginary 
component due to 3p2h excitations. 

In the simple shell-model picture for a closed-shell nucleus tike ***() the occupation proba
bilities for the single-particle stales arc one for the hole slates below the Fermi energy and zero 
for the panicle states above. Since in our calculation wc consider the effects of 2plh and 3p2h 
correlations, the occupation probabilities deviate from the naive shell-model picture. If wc define 
the single-particle wave functions for the hole states, obtained from a diagonalizalion of the real 
part of the self-energy by | * / 7 ) and the corresponding energy by E\, (sec (able 3). the occupation 
probability can be estimated from 11. 22) 

The integrand in this equation give* a measure Tor the depletion of the hole state due to the 
admixture of 2plh excitation* at energy -• In the upper half of fig. 10 I dashed line) wc exhibit 
the absolute value of this integrand as a function of the energy - for the * t / : *talc in u'() I K 
maximal contribution is obtained at cncrgic* amunf 201) McV. bui als*» the admixture* at higher 
energies cannot be ignored. Thin i% alw demonstrated in the lower half of the figure, where the 
result of the integral in cq 111 > IH given an j function of I'K maximal energy taken into account 
Taking into account excitations up to h GcV. the occupation probability l«*r die * t / J stale in u'() 
lurm nut tn he 0 *J I 7. which can he compared to the value of O.vw nnrainrd for the old OflK 
potential [22| 

'llhmrfvc ih.ii HI ihii 11 it it r i' .uul in tig 10 .m <*vl\ <**• tN.> imlii.lv ihv u-mli. f.->>m IN, i . . * « « u h i n f nun tutor* l*m 
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Imaginary Part from 2plh 
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Depletion of s 1/2 hole 

Energy [MeV] 

Figure 10: The upper half of this figure shows the integrand for the integral in eq. (31). used to 
evaluate the occupation number for the 0.i|/j state in l 6 0 . as a function of the energy u. The 
lower part of this figure shows the result for this integral as a function of the maximal energy ta'.en 
into account. The dashed line refers to N A' contributions only, whereas the solid tine contains 
the effects due to A excitations as well. 
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3.3 Isobars contributions to the imaginary part 

Before we discuss the features of the isobar contributions to the imaginary part of the self-energy, 
already displayed in figs. 9 and 10, we will first demonstrate the sensitivity of these results on 
specific assumptions. Two types of meson propagators, see discussion in subsection 2.2, will be 
considered here, i.e. 

' (32) 

for both Vftb and VAA and 

st 
nl+W 

m% + k* + ml + k* + m„{m£k - mN)J ' ( 3 3 ) 

for VNCL and 

ml + k 2 + m»(mi - m/v)' 
for V"AA. 

In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the results on the choice of the meson propagator 
in the transition potential we compare in fig. 11 the results for the diagonal matrix elements 
(Jfcc = ka) of y^2Pth *& define in eq. (22) for both choices. One observes that for the meson 
propagators defined in eq. (32), ignoring any retardation effects, the matrix elements arc typically 
larger by around 10% at small momenta than those which account for retardation. The effect 
of the meson propagators is less important for larger momenta, as pointed out by Niephaus et 
al. [38] as well. As to be expected, the retardation effects in the meson propagator are more 
important for the AA contributions. This can be seen from fig. 12 displaying diagonal matrix 
elements of W£fA defined in cq. (23) at a fixed momentum ka = kc for various energies u. 
For the small momenta considered in this figure the effect is as large as 30 % for all energies. 
The differences are rcdiK. only for higher momenta ka = kc (not shown in the figure). In the 
following we will always consider meson propagators as defined in cqs. (33) and (34). 

As a next point we want to demonstrate the importance of N N correlations in calculating the 
transition potentials (>',\± and f/ i A (sec discussion in subsection 2.2). The main contributions 
to W ^ h stems from channels with relative orbital momentum I = 0 and I = 2 (sec e.g. the 
sum in cq. (22)) with '.V0 -''Do yielding a sizable contribution, though one needs partial waves 
up to / = 2 in order to obtain a stable result. The results for W^fA obtained with either the 
(7jVi-malrix or the bare transition potential snow only small differences (= h - 10%), indicating 
thai short-range correlations accounted for by way of the fV/va -matrix arc not so important. 
A similar conclusion was reached by Dickhoff et al. |43J. For W£,fft we do however expect 
short-range correlations to be significant, sec e.g. table 2 for possible partial waves. In fig. 13 
wc display results for W j ^ A obtained with the use of the f »££-msirix (upper part) and the bare 
transition potential \\± (lower part) for various maximal values of the relative orbital momentum 
f defined in the sum of cq. (23). In the upper pari wc display results lor all / values except for 
t m n r - 'I as these results almost coincide with those for /„„„ = 1. The latter justifies the partial 
wave approximation made in table 2. In the lower part, wc restrict the attention to /„„„ = 0 and 
2, since the qualitative behavior is I he same as that of the upper pan 

Wc lirsi notice in the upper pan of lig. 13 that ihc main conlnhulimis in }Y^,f/l stem from 
/ 0 and for / 2, sec tabic 2 for partial waves winch adhere Secondly, ihc /„,.,, (1 



Role of differeni propagators for W (k, k, to) 
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Figure II: Diagonal matrix elements Ik., = k = k)ofthe2plhpartof\V*-i as a function of the 
nuileon momentum k. Results ohtainedfor the sialic meson propagators in the transition potential 
(solid line see eq. 1.12)1 are compared to those in which retardation effects are taken into account 
according to eq. U.ll Idashed line). All results were ohtainedfor an energy -• = 100 MeV. 
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Role of different propagators for W (k, k, a>) 
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Figure 12: Results for diagonal matrix elemena of H'^p, (*.*,_• I as a function of the nucleon 
energy _• for the meson propagators given hv eqs. I.I.I) (solid line) and U) (dashed line). Two 
momenta have been selected, te k ~. 'id MeV (upper figure) and k = 100 MeV llower figure). 
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Dependence on relative orbital momentum I 
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Figure J3. Results for Wf^ik.k..-) as afunrium ofimommg nmlron energv _• employing mr 
meson propagator of eq. (.Utfor varum values of the maximum relative orhttal momentum I in 
the sum ofea 12.1) The role played hv short-range < orretattom is Jem, nstrated m this figure hv 
vompanng the results for various I values emploving the C^ main, tupper figure) and the hare 
transitim potential t . ^ onh I lower figure) in the evaluation of\\i>fh 
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result in the upper part shows a steady increase for increasing energy, reflecting the fact that 
short-range contributions become predominant at higher energies. To clarify the latter point, the 
reader should observe that the momenta of the intermediate states (the isobars in this case) in 
eq. (23) are related to the incoming energy and momentum through energy conservation (the 6 
function in eq. (23)) and momentum conservation at each vertex in fig. Sb. Clearly, the larger the 
incoming energy/momentum, the larger the momentum of the intermediate states, and thereby the 
shorter the range. Finally, the bare potential results in the lower part demonstrate the importance 
of accounting for short-range correlations. The l m a x = 0 contribution is three to four times 
larger than the corresponding one in the upper part, obtained with a G'^-matrix. Furthermore, 
the difference between the l m a x = 2 and ! m a x = 0 results in both parts is almost the same. All 
the results discussed in the following are obtained for G-matrices which account for correlation 
effects. 

In order to demonstrate the non-locality of the imaginary components WN* and V V A A we 
perform an analysis in straight analogy to the one for w N N in eqs. (29) and (30) above. Results 
for the non-locality are displayed in the lower half of fig. 14 for an energy u;=400 MeV. This 
energy is around 100 MeV above the threshold for Ar A excitations but below the A A threshold. 
Also in this case we obtain sizable matrix elements up to a non-locality |r - r'\ = 1 fin as in 
the case of Ar .V correlations. The potentials arc getting much more local at higher energies. 
The upper half of fig. 14 shows the local representation of the isobar contributions lo W defined 
according to cq. (30). One finds that also in this case a parameterization in terms of a local 
Woods-Saxon potential is quite appropriate, although one observes some surface enhancement at 
lower energies, as observed in subsection 3.2 as well. 

In analogy to what was done in the previous subsection, we define a Woods-Saxon parameter
ization for the isobar coniri but ions to IV by requesting as above that this local paiametcrizalion 
yields the same phase shifts as the non-local > V , V A + >V* i* i. The result for the depth of this local 
equivalent Woods-Saxon parameterization is displayed in fig. 9 (dashed line). One finds that the 
2plh contributions show a first maximum al energies between 400-500 McV. The depth slightly 
decreases at higher energies before it increases again above the threshold for A A excitations 
around 600 McV The global maximum occurs around 900 McV and is larger than die maximum 
due to -V.V correlations (solid line in the same figure). Al energies below -100 McV one finds 
a small contribution to the imaginary part due lo 3p2h excitations. 

A» in the case of the .V .V correlations also the admixture of A excitadoas yields a dcplcuon 
of the occupation probabilities for (he hole stales. This can be calculated by adding to the 
matrix elements of >V in cq. (31) the contributions due lo the A cxcitalioas. The effect of these 
contributions is made visible in fig. 10 (compare dashed line for nuclcnn correlations only with 
solid line including effect of V .V correlations and A excitations) Wc find thai the admixture of 
A excitations reduces the occupation probability for Ihc * ( / / stale in u'() from 0917 (for .V.V 
correlations only, ice above) to 0.191 if A cuila'tons arc taken mm account as well 

4 Conclusions 

The self energy lnr nuilenm in a linilc nuclei» ha* heen investifpied tnnsidcnng the cnntnbulions 
of terms up in tevnml order in the <•' maim in 'he rcjJ and imaginary pari of the self-energy 
employing a ha,\i\ lnr the single pantile slates, in whit» hole iiates an* described in terms of 
bound wave functinm and panicle Mute in terms of planr waves nnhngnitjli/cd to the hound 
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Imaginary Part from A Excitations 
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Figure 14 The non-laealm nf >VJ^ • Kjtfi, tabulated al _=•/«« MeV is displayed in the 
hiwer Half of this Mure The upper half displms the lm al repreieniaimn nf the A < nntrihuimiu 
ln W iah uhard at ener\-iri *.=-lim Wi-\ Ua.hnl line) and .-7lH> Wr-l Ivlul tinel Fur further 
etplanaitum. see fix .f 
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staves, allows to consider a complete spectrum of panicle states. It is then possible to study the 
effects of correlations, which lead to intermediate states of high energy such as the short-range 
nucleon-nucleon (NN) correlations or the virtual isobar excitations (WA and AA), directly for 
a finite nucleus. As an example we presented results of calculations for the s j / 2 states in l 6 0 . 

The study of the effects due to NN correlations employing a modem version of a OBE 
potential 119] yields results very similar to those obtained with an older version of the Bonn 
potential [22 j. Due to a weaker tensor force in the more recent version of the N N interaction, 
the correlation effects are reduced by typically 20%. This can be observed in the imaginary parts 
of the optical model potential and in the explicit energy dependence of the 2plh contribution to 
the real part. The same difference also shows up in the depletion of the occupation probabilities 
for the hole stales. Other features like the non-locality of the different contributions to the 
self-energy are very close to those observed in [22]. 

In the present work we furthermore study the contributions to the imaginary part of the 
nucleon self-energy arising from A excitations. Large contributions are observed due to JVA 
and in particular also AA excitations. It is demonstrated that especially the results obtained for 
AA excitations are very sensitive to the treatment of shot, -range correlations. A maximum of 
the absorption due to A excitations is obtained around 900 MeV (sec fig. 9). The position of 
this maximum as well as its width may get modified if the effects of the isobar self-energy in 
the nuclear medium were taken into account. 

Also, the inclusion of A excitations leads to a depletion of Jic occupation probabilities. This 
depletion (around 2.5 %) is smaller than the one due to short-range N N correlations (around 8.5 
% for a realistic .V N interaction with a weak tensor force). 

Stimulating discussions with Prof. Eulogio Oset (Valencia) are gratefully acknowledged. We 
arc also indebted to Prof. Eivind Osncs (Oslo) for carefully reviewing the manuscript. This work 
has been supported by me Norwegian Research Council for Science and the Humanities (NAVF), 
the "Bundesministcrium fur Forschung und Technologic" (06 Tti 714) and the common program 
"Accioncs Intcgradas" of the "Dirccciån General de Investigation Cicnlifica y Tccnica" (Spain) 
and the "Deutsche Akadcmischc Austauschdicnsl". 
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